Abstract. For a control system f(x, u), the author proves that, for generic feedback laws z such that f(x, u(c)) does not vanish, the linearized control systems around the trajectories of f(x, u(x)) have the same strong accessibility algebra as f. Applications are given to the smooth stabilization problem.
Introduction. In two previous papers ([C1] , [C2]) we showed that in order to stabilize asymptotically a nonlinear control system, it is sometimes useful to generate control laws which may dependmsmoothlymon time, state, or initial data such that the strong accessibility algebras of the linearized control systems, around the trajectories of the nonlinear system obtained by using these control laws, are as large as possible, i.e., are equal to the strong accessibility algebra of the nonlinear control system at each point and time. If a control law has such a property we will say that it saturates the nonlinear system or that it is saturating. Such control laws can be perturbed in a suitable way in order to allow interesting local modifications of the trajectories. For example, if a saturating feedback law stabilizes the nonlinear control system, but not asymptotically, and if the strong accessibility algebra of the nonlinear system is large enough (in particular if it is equal to the tangent space at each point) then we can perturb slightly the feedback law in such a way that the new feedback law stabilizes asymptotically the nonlinear system. This is the well-known Jurdjevic-Quinn theorem [JQ] . This is applied in [C1] : The main idea of [C1] is to prove, for nonlinear systems without drift, the existence of saturating periodic time-varying feedback laws which stabilize, but not asymptotically, the nonlinear system; the existence of such feedback laws implies that any nonlinear system without drift which satisfies the accessibility rank condition can be asymptotically stabilized by means of periodic time-varying feedback laws. In [C2] we use the fact that, given an embedded curve C in the state space, any saturating open loop control depending smoothly on the initial data and on time can be modified slightly in such a way that, if the nonlinear control system satisfies the strong accessibility rank condition and if the dimension of the state space is at least four, with the new control the curve at any time is still embedded. This embedding property allows us to transform, along the trajectories starting on E, the open loop control law into a time-varying feedback control. This is important for the stabilization problem (see [C2] for more details).
In [C2] we briefly sketched the main part of a proof (relying partly on [C1 ] ) that generic control laws depending .smoothly on time and on the initial data saturate the nonlinear control system (if the strong accessibility algebra has constant rank). We give here the details of this proof (and we will see that, in fact, the constant rank hypothesis is not needed). Moreover we obtain the same result for feedback laws: Generic feedback laws such that the closed loop control system has no singular points in a fixed open set saturate the system on this open set.
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Let us mention that our results are connected to the prior works [S1] and [G] . In [S 1] Sontag showed that if a system is completely controllable then any two points can be joined by means of a control law such that the linearized control system around the associated trajectory is controllable. In [G, 2.3.8.E, Thm., p. 156] Gromov showed that generic underdetermined linear (partial) differential equations are algebraically solvable; saturation, when the strong accessibility rank condition is satisfied, implies (and is in fact equivalent in the analytic case) to the algebraic solvability of the linearized control systems (see [INS] or [G, 2.3.8.(B) ]). In our situation the linear differential equations are not generic; only the controls are generic, but this will be sufficient to get the result.
Recently Sontag obtained, as a consequence of an important result on observability due to Sussmann [$3] , the following result: If the nonlinear analytic system f (x, u) satisfies the usual strong accessibility rank condition, then for any generic control law u in C([0, T]) the linearized control systems around the trajectories of gc f(x, u(t)) are controllable on [0, T] . The novelty of this result compared to [C2, 2] is that now the control laws do not depend on the initial data. However, the method sketched in [C2] and that we present here in detail allows us to get this result without using [$3] ; it also allows two slight improvements: We can assume f to be only C--we need in this case to modify the definition of the strong accessibility rank condition in a natural way--and the linearized control systems can be required to be controllable with impulsive controls for all time in [0, T] . Let us remark that controllability with impulsive controls of the linearized control systems is important to get the embedding property mentioned above and used in [C2] .
We also give some direct applications of our results on the genericity of saturating feedback laws to the asymptotic stabilization problem. Finally, we give straightforward modifications of our main proof in order to obtain results on observability spaces and codistributions instead of accessibility algebras.
1. Definition and statements of the main theorem and corollaries. Throughout this paper "manifold" always means finite-dimensional Hausdorff, second countable manifold of class C. Unless otherwise specified the manifolds have no boundary. For two manifolds V and W, and for p in I t3 {x} CP(V; W) denotes the set of maps from V into W which are of class CP; for p in I, this set is equipped with the (fine) Whitney CP-topology (see, e.g., [GG, p. (x, u) ; this is the reason for our terminology.
For (x, u) 
Let us remark that, if (1.4) is an equality for all u in U, then (1.6) a(x,ul)=a(x,u2) for all (u ,u 2) inUU. Let x be in N and u be a smooth map, with values into U, defined on a neighborhood of x. Let fo(Y) f(y,u(y)) e Tyg and, for e [1,m] , let f(y) Of/Oui(y, u(y) ;y(t) =/(7(t), u(7(t))), (1.9) 7(0) x.
The linearized control system around 7 is the time-varying linear system with (1 11) A(t) Of -x(7(t),u(7(t))), (1.12) B(t)w E Wiu (7(t)' u(7(t))), ae(x; ) a(x, (x)).
Moreover u saturates f on a subset S c N if it saturates f at all points of S.
Let us remark that we always have a(x; ,) C (x, (x)) and that, ifa(x, u(x)) TxN, then (1.14) is equivalent to the controllability with "impulsive controls" at time 0 of (1.10) (see, e.g., [KAI; p. 614] ).
Let Y be a manifold, let h be in C(N; Y), and let (1.16) (88) Let a z and a be the corresponding maps for system (z,'r,u) a(x, t, u) (and the new ae(x, t; u)) coincides with the previous a(x, u) (and the previous ae(x; u)). For S C N x I we will say that u C(N x I; U) saturates f on S if (1.38) ae(z, t; u) a(z, t, u(z, t) for all (z, t) in S. Proof. Apply Theorem 1.3 to system E with Y N I (respectively, Y I), h(z, t) (z, t) (respectively, h(z, t) t), and f C(Y; U) (let us note that the vector h'(z, t)(f(z, t, u(h(z, t))), O/Ot) never vanishes).
Let us remark that, in our Of course, we have a similar corollary for periodic systems. More precisely, assume that I and that for some positive real number T (1.39)
Denote by C(Nxlt; U) _ C(N x (I/TZ); U) (respectively, U)) the set of u in C(N x ItS; U) (respectively, C(N; U)) which are T-periodic in time.
Then we have the following corollary. COROLLARY 1.9. The set of u in C (N ; U) (respectively, C (N; g)) which saturate f on N x a is residual in C(N x II; U) (respectively, C(I; U)).
Proof. Consider E has a system on N x (RITZ) A direct consequence of the first part of Corollary 1.9 is the following time-varying version of Corollary 1.5. COROLLARY 1.10. Assume that f E C(I It U;I') satisfies (1.39) (with N IIn),0 G U,f 0 on {0} x N x {0}, and that gc f(z,t,u) can be globally (respectively, locally) asymptotically stabilized by means of a continuous T-periodic time varying feedback law. Then f (z, t, u) can be globally (respectively, locally) asymptotically stabilized by means of a continuous T-periodic, time varying feedback law, of class C on (]l%n\{0}) (respectively, {x n;0 < Ixl < r} for some r > O) which saturates f on (Nn\{0}) It (respectively, {x Nn;0 < Ix < r} N). Then, applying Corollary 1.9 with V(x, t) V(x) and f(x, t, u) f(x, u), we get that, for all T > 0,2 f(z, u) can be globally asymptotically stabilized by means of a Tperiodic, time varying feedback law of class C. In general 2 f(x, u) will not be locally asymptotically stabilizable by means of a continuous feedback law u u(x), e.g., doe(x; u) C do(x, u(x) ).
Similarly, for all (x, t) in N I and all fi in C(I; U), (1.75) doe(x, t; u) C do(x, 368 JEAN-MICHEL CORON with u(x, t) z(t). doe(x; u h) do(x, u h(x)) is residual in f.
We will give in 3 the modifications of the proof of Theorem 1.3. in order to get Theorem 1.14. As Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9 are corollaries of Theorem 1.3, we have the following corollary of Theorem 1.14. COROLLARY 1.15. The set of u in C(N I; U) (respectively, C(N I; U) where T > 0), such that (1.72) is an equality for all (x, t) in N I (respectively, N I), is residual in C(N I; U) (respectively, C(N I; U)). The set of z in C(I; U) (respectively, C(I; U)) such that, with u(x, t) 2(t), (1.72) is an equality for all (x, t) in N ! (respectively, N I), is residual in C (I; U) (respectively, C (I; U)). The set of z in C(I; U) (respectively, C(I; U)), such that (1.75) is an equality for all (x, t) in N I (with, again, u(x,t)-z(t)), is residual in C(1; U) (respectively, G'(I; U)). So (2.7) will be proved if we check that fe(Ki, g, 6) is dense in fe for all in [1, n] . We now fix in [1, n] and, for simplicity, we will omit this index: We will write fe(K, 9, 6) for fe(K, 9, 6) and 0 for 0. Let u be in fe; we want to check that (2.12) u fe(K, g, 5).
Let K be a compact neighborhood of/ also included in a coordinate chart of Y. In order to prove (2.12) it suffices to check that, given an integer # and a positive real number c, there exists u in f(/, 9, 5) such that (2.13) support (u-u) C K1, (2.14) lu-ulK,,. Max{10(u-u)/Oy'(x)l; where, in (2.14), the derivatives are computed in a fixed coordinate chart containing K. 
From these two inequalities, we get that, if I E ', 3(I) _< s < r _< ql(g), and k Ar_(l),s_ (i) 3. Proofs of corollaries and Theorem 1.14. In this section we give the proof of the corollaries of 1, which were not proved in that section, and the modifications of the proof of Theorem 1.3 in order to get Theorem 1.14.
3.1. Proof of Corollary 1.5. We prove the global statement only (the proof of the local statement is similar). Let g C(Itn; U) be such that (3.1) (0) 0and 0is globally asymptotically stable point of f(x, g(z)). The existence of such a ft follows from (1.26) and (1.27). We take Y N In\{0}, h(x)
x. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that there exists u such that (3.9) (3.10) u saturates f on Nn\{0}. We extend u by 0 on {0} and still denote by u this extension. Let u(z, t) (T t, u(z, T t)) V(x, t) E ' x (T/2, T), (3.20) (, t + ) (, t) V(x, t) " .
We still denote by u this extension. Note that by (1.49), (3.17), (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) Moreover W satisfies (1.41) and (1.42), and, diminishing 9t if necessary, we get from (1.57) that, for all (x,t) in '\{0} [0, T/2] and for all u in f, there exists X in a(x, t, u(x, t)) such that w"(,t) # o. Now, using Corollary (1.8), we get the existence of a in 9 such that (3.25) saturates f on ('\{0}) (0, T/2).
Finally, we obtain the desired conclusion by using the version of [JQ] given in Appendix B"
We take N (n\{0}) (/TZ), F((x, t), u) (f(x, t, (x, t) + u), O/Ot), V((x, t)) W(x, t)... note that by (3.24) and (3.25) 3.6. Proof of Theorem 1.14. To get the first (respectively, second) part of Theorem 1.14 we just use 2 with the following modifications:
In the definition of ft'(S) "u o h saturates f on S" is replaced by "u satisfies (1.76) (respectively, (1.77)) for all x in S"; in (2.2) E is now a subset of It q (respectively, a subset of (TN)q) and is a norm on Nq (respectively, a norm on (TN)q which depends continuously on x in N); in the definition of ft(K, 9,5),9 is now in O) (respectively dO) and ae(z;g) is replaced by oe(z; ) (respectively, doe(z; g));
Xi is now in C(N; Iq) (respectively, C(T*N)q); X1 is defined by replacing in (2.22) Of/Ou(z,g(z)) by g) (respectively, dp), fI is now in C(N U;Nq) (respectively, C(T*N) q) and is defined by f(x, u)= g)(x)(respectively, f(x, u)= d(x)) V(z, u) U x U, Vi [1, m) fo,i Lffi Vl E g' and (2.28).
The remaining part of the proof is unchanged.
Appendix A. In this appendix we prove, in particular, Lemma 2.1. We consider g as (A.11) Pi(0,..., 0, xi) 7 0, and, for any (Cl,... ,Zi_l) in N' x x Nn_, (A.12) Pi (xl,..., xi-l We consider now a sequence of real numbers (a; >_ 1) and still denote by Ai,j the value of the polynomial A,j evaluated for this sequence of real numbers (a; > 1). Let 9 in J and let Fa()). Let -(Sj(I);j >_ 0,0 < III <_ g) and (-dj(I);j >_ 0,0 < III _< g) be the associated sequences. We easily check (by induction on j) that (A.61) -dj(I)-Z Aj,j,6j,(I). LoV < 0 on M, (B.8) VxN, 3t>0 such that(x,t) Q. 
